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	Teaching mathematics to high-school students, for more than thirty years, I was troubled

	by such questions as:





	− Can we get rid of the fear of problems, and in general of mathematics?

	− Is there a way to enhance our aptitude in problem solving and become more creative?

	− What causes more difficulties when we face problems?





	After about thirty years of effort, I developed some new problem solving methods. These

	methods have been tested many times in class, while teaching high-school students, and were

	found to be very effective. They were also rigorously tested using the concepts and methods

	of cognitive psychology. At the suggestion of professor J. Greeno of the University of

	Pittsburgh, where I was a Fulbright scholar, I wrote a computer program based on my

	problem solving ideas, which solved a substantial number of problems automatically.





	In this book you will find suggestions and methods that will help you overcome many

	difficulties when you solve problems. These methods are given in simple and easy-to-follow

	ways, always illustrated by examples. If one example requires mathematical knowledge

	beyond your grasp, you can skip it. There is a sufficient variety of examples for you to be able

	to comprehend the methods described.





	After reading this book, your problem solving skills will have improved appreciably.

	Even if you still cannot solve a problem, you will have approached it in refreshing and

	exciting ways.
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Windows 7: Up and Running: A quick, hands-on introduction (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Windows 7 is Microsoft’s latest version of its Windows operating system. Unlike its predecessor, Vista, Windows 7 offers incremental upgrades and is aimed at ensuring maximum compatibility with applications and hardware already supported in Vista. Microsoft’s key agenda around Windows 7 is to woo many of the Windows XP users who skipped...
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Reasoning with Logic Programming (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 1996

	The present book 1 provides a rigorous treatment and coherent presentation of
	the consolidated results of the authors' work, over the past four years, on the
	employment of logic programming as a representational and reasoning tool.
	It comes out of a background of a world-wide research effort for at least the
	past six years on the...
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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...
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Dynamical Systems and Fractals: Computer Graphics Experiments with PascalCambridge University Press, 1989
This study of chaos, fractals and complex dynamics is intended for anyone familiar with computers.  While keeping the mathematics to a simple level with few formulas, the reader is introduced to an area of current scientific research that was scarcely possible until the availability of computers.     The book is divided into two main parts; the...
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Spark CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 recipes on Spark, covering Spark Core, Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib, and GraphX libraries


	About This Book

	
		Become an expert at graph processing using GraphX
	
		Use Apache Spark as your single big data compute platform and master its libraries
	
		Learn with recipes...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Excel 2010 plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the quickest ways to solve a problem or learn a skill, using easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll analyze, manage, and share information in more ways than ever before.
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